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ABSTRACT
Software maintenance is a relevant and expensive phase of the software development process. Developers have to deal with legacy and undocumented code that hinders the comprehension of the software system at hand. Enhancing program comprehension by means of recommender systems in the Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is a solution to assist developers in these tasks. The recommender systems proposed so far generally share common weaknesses: they are not proactive, they consider a single type of data-source, and in case of multiple data-source, relevant items are suggested together without considering interactions among them.

We envision a future where recommender systems follow a holistic approach: They provide knowledge regarding a programming context by considering information beyond the one provided by single elements in the context of the software development. The recommender system should consider different elements such as development artifact (e.g., bug reports, mailing lists), and online resources (e.g., blogs, Q&A web sites, API documentation), developers activities, repository history etc. The provided information should be novel and emerge from the semantic links created by the analysis of the interactions among these elements.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.6 [Software Engineering]: Programming Environments—Interactive environments

General Terms
Documentation
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1. MOTIVATION
In the early nineties, Corbi et al. pointed out how “Software renewal tools are needed to reduce the costs of modifying and maintaining large programming systems, to improve our understanding of programs” [5]. Research has shown that maintaining software systems can take up to 75% of the total costs of a software product [7, 24]. In the maintenance phase, developers to spend about 50% of their working time to understand the code before modifying it [15], and they have to deal with legacy and undocumented code that hinders the comprehension of a software system at hand.

The standard means adopted by developers both during development and maintenance tasks is the Integrated Development Environment (IDE). IDEs are used not only to write code, but also to understand it, and even to design new parts of a system [14]. Thus, enhancing program comprehension in the IDE to provide developers with better support to understand the system at hand is a viable solution. We see two ways of pursuing it: (1) by studying alternative types of interactions with the IDE [8], or (2) by improving the available IDEs by extending their functionalities. In our research, we focus on the latter, and consider recommender systems as a means to enhance program comprehension.

2. STATE OF THE ART
According to Robillard et al., a Recommender Systems for Software Engineering (RSSE) “is a software application that provides information items estimated to be valuable for a software engineering task in a given context” [22]. An RSSE is made up of three main components: (1) a data collection mechanism, (2) a recommendation engine to analyze the data and generate recommendations, and (3) a user interface to present recommendations. The data fed to the data collection mechanism defines the kind of recommendation produced. For example, Hiplat [6] and DeepIntellisense [10] suggest relevant software development artifacts according to the current code context, Strathcona [11] recommends relevant code example given a code fragment, and eRose [30] suggests elements to be changed according to past changes extracted from the versioning system. These examples of recommender systems treat data produced in the context of the project under analysis. Research also focused on the web as data source for recommender systems [9, 12, 23, 27] to suggest artifacts that developers use to complement the information needed to complete a task. The weakness of seminal tools like eRose, Hiplat and DeepIntellisense, concerns the interaction with the developer: She must proactively invoke them and they continuously display information that augments the complexity of what is displayed in the IDE. Moreover, the source of information fed to recommender systems is generally focused on a single type of data (e.g., email, bug reports). In the rare case where multiple artifacts are taken into account as source of data (i.e., DeepIntellisense),
they are considered as single elements and proposed together to the developer. This way of generating recommendations overwhelms the developer and makes the suggestions ineffective. In contrast, all the artifacts should be considered together, analyzed from a holistic point of view and then proposed to the developer.

3. HOLISTIC RECOMMENDER SYSTEMS FOR SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

The term Holism derives from the Greek word holos, meaning whole. According to the idea of holism, a system and its functioning cannot be fully understood by means of a reduction to its components, but should rather be viewed as a whole. The same can be applied in the context of software development: The software development process leaves traces of the interaction of people in different parts either in in-project artifacts (e.g., email, bug reports), and in the contents provided by the online resources (e.g., API documentation, forums, blogs, tutorial, Q&A websites). These resources are accessed and used by developers whenever they need additional information to accomplish a programming task. The information is likely to be spread across different artifacts. For each consulted artifact, the developer would extract parts of the contents, and merge them together to get a better understanding of the programming context at hand. Therefore, all the resources represent small pieces of information that should be viewed as the whole information needed to accomplish the task. The whole is greater than the sum of its parts: By considering the interactions that those elements have with each other, we plan to derive semantic links among them that allow novel type of information to emerge.

Suggesting every artifact related to a programming context would overload the developer and make the recommender system ineffective. Vice versa, a holistic recommender system should collect all the involved artifacts, information about developers, and software history, to analyze their interactions (e.g., which artifacts are accessed by developers, what part of the system relates to either a developer or an artifact), discover semantic links, and provide meaningful summaries. Summaries can be either extractive or abstractive. The former concerns the extraction of prominent sentences from a text, while the latter is “generally sought to dig well below the source linguistic surface to identify important conceptual content” and generally produces novel output.

According to our vision, a holistic recommender system can be approached with three milestones that would cope with the problems we pointed out about recommender systems:

1. Multi-Level Summarization: Research already tackled the summary of development artifacts like bug reports [21], emails [13] and source code [25]. We want to provide multi-level extractive summaries of development artifacts. For multi-level we mean that a developer would initially access the minimum information extracted to let her evaluate the usefulness of the discussion. Then, she could request more and access additional levels of information. The higher the accessed level, the larger the displayed contents of the discussion. This would require novel approaches to summarize artifacts according to a reference context.

2. Multi-Source IDE Recommender: We need to retrieve information from different sources of information by taking into account both human-made artifacts (e.g., bug reports, mailing lists) created during the development, and online resources (e.g., blogs, forums, Q&A websites). To this aim, we should devise a set of models capable of evaluating these artifacts according to a given code context in the IDE.

3. Multi-Source, Multi-Level IDE Recommender: By merging the previous milestones, we would provide a holistic recommender systems. We aim at generating multi-level abstractive summaries produced by considering multiple items concerning a code context in the IDE as data source for RSSEs. The summaries would not be a collage of extractive summaries, but rather they would provide a semantically connected overview of the information provided by the extractive summaries.

3.1 Current Status

In the last years, Stack Overflow[1] has become a valuable venue where “millions of entries that contribute to the body of knowledge in software development” [23] are made by developers for developers. Stack Overflow is also effective: Mamykina et al. reported that more than 92% of the questions on expert topics are answered in a median time of 11 minutes [16]. Given these facts, Stack Overflow is a prominent data source for RSSEs that has scarcely been exploited by any Integrated Development Environment (IDE). We initially integrated this information inside the IDE to enhance program comprehension by means of recommender systems. In the second part of our research we focused on automating the recommendations and we introduced the concept of self-confidence. We devised a novel approach to establish a better a semantic connection between code contexts and Stack Overflow discussions by taking into account community related, textual, and code aspects.

3.1.1 Accessing Stack Overflow in the IDE

Due to its developer-oriented nature, Stack Overflow is most likely to be in the first results of a Google search when a developer searches for programming topics. However, accessing this source of information comes with a caveat: The developer needs to leave the IDE, access the web browser, retrieve the discussions, evaluate the contents, and bring the part of the needed information into the IDE. This process breaks the programming flow, and requires time and energy to formulate one’s problem and peruse and process the results. The inception of our research concerns the integration of Stack Overflow inside the Eclipse IDE. We provided the capability of searching and displaying discussions without leaving the IDE[2]. In a second step we wanted to provide additional functionalities to enhance program comprehension in the IDE. We developed SeaHawk[19][20], a plugin for the Eclipse IDE that automatically formulates queries from the current context in the IDE, and presents a ranked and interactive list of results (see Figure[4]). SeaHawk lets users identify individual discussion pieces (i.e., single questions or answers) and import code samples through simple drag & drop. Users can also link Stack Overflow discussions and source code.

We evaluated SeaHawk, and collected insights about our approach. SeaHawk showed poor results on badly written methods (e.g., long methods, abbreviated identifiers), while it provided good results when the code largely used libraries, or the code was implementing well known algorithms (e.g., Fibonacci sequence, sorting algorithm).

http://www.stackoverflow.com
We asked people from both industry and academia to evaluate the API: We can collect statistics about bugginess of specific classes to gather additional information about the problem. Moreover, natural language analysis is needed in the analysis of discussions to extract stack traces and analyze them to identify such information. A possible approach would be to understand if a discussion regards a problem with a library and we need to identify the classes involved. A proactive approach, additional information regarding part of the software is needed in common used libraries and use this data as predictor to extend actual defect prediction models. We need to devise an approach to identify the classes involved. A possible approach would be to extract stack traces and analyze them to identify such information. Moreover, natural language analysis is needed in the analysis of the discussion to gather additional information about the problem.

3.1.2 A Programming Prompter

A recommender system should ideally behave like a prompter in a theater: Ready to provide suggestions whenever the actor needs them, and ready to autonomously give suggestions if it feels something is going wrong. To this aim, we devised a novel approach that, given a context in the Integrated Development Environment (IDE), automatically retrieves potentially pertinent discussions from Stack Overflow, evaluates their relevance using a multi-faceted ranking model, and, if a given confidence threshold is surpassed, notifies the developer about the available help. We implemented our approach in PromPTer, an Eclipse plug-in. Figure 2 shows the notification center through which PromPTer notifies developers. Every notification reports the title of the Stack Overflow discussion and the percentage of confidence that PromPTer has on the discussion in respect to the current context. Differently from SeaHawk, the notion of relevance of a discussion is based on a ranking model capable of capturing relations between Stack Overflow discussions and source code. The relations are evaluated through different aspects concerning the code (i.e., API methods usage), textual similarity, and community aspects (i.e., user reputation). We evaluated the ranking model via a survey. We asked people from both industry and academia to evaluate the relevance between a code context and the top ranked discussion provided by PromPTer. In general, people evaluated the discussion as related to the code context. We also conducted an experiment to evaluate the usefulness of PromPTer in development and maintenance tasks. Results showed how PromPTer helps developers in achieving a better completeness of the tasks with particular success for greenfield development.

The results of the research concerning PromPTer have been submitted to ICSE 2014 (36th ACM/IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering), and we are waiting for notification.

3.2 Improving Defect Prediction

Many researches performed defect prediction by relying on the historical and structural information provided by past defects, source code metrics, and repositories. Bacchelli et al. obtained relevant results in using information regarding the popularity of classes, in the contents of development emails, as a complement to approaches based on code metrics. Following a holistic approach, additional information regarding part of the software used (i.e., libraries) can be exploited from other artifacts in order to analyze different aspects of a software component. Stack Overflow can be used as source of information to study the bugginess of an API. We can collect statistics about bugginess of specific classes in common used libraries and use this data as predictor to extend actual defect prediction models. We need to devise an approach to understand if a discussion regards a problem with a library and we need to identify the classes involved. A possible approach would be to extract stack traces and analyze them to identify such information. Moreover, natural language analysis is needed in the analysis of the discussion to gather additional information about the problem.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Program comprehension is an important aspect of software development, in particular during the maintenance phase. Providing recommender systems in the IDE is a possible solution to provide developers with additional information about the system at hand and helpful for the current programming task. Developers use information spread across development artifacts (e.g., bug reports, emails) and online resources (e.g., Q&A websites, blogs, tutorials) while performing a programming task. We propose a research plan to develop a holistic recommender systems that should consider all of these artifacts and discover semantic links.

So far we focused on harnessing a Stack Overflow as data source for recommender systems. We implemented SeaHawk to provide developers with capabilities of generating queries from code, retrieving discussions, linking them to the code, and importing code samples. On the other hand, recommender systems should be also proactive. Following this philosophy, we developed PromPTer, a plugin for the Eclipse IDE that automatically retrieves, evaluates, and suggests Stack Overflow discussions to the developer if a certain confidence threshold is surpassed.

We are at the beginning of the second year of the Ph.D., and so far we obtained two tools, SeaHawk and PromPTer, as contributions and the following publications:

1. Harnessing Stack Overflow for the IDE

2. Leveraging Crowd Knowledge for Software Comprehension and Development

3. SeaHawk: Stack Overflow in the IDE

Reaching the concept of holistic recommender system requires further research investigation. The source of information cannot be limited to Stack Overflow. The information should arise from the semantic links among all the artifacts relevant for a code context and proposed to the developer in a multi-level summarized form without overwhelming her.
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